Coated Products

Custom Coating Is Our Specialty

General Data has a wide variety of coating capabilities that few in the industry can match. Our experts are able to offer countless unique solutions and continue to provide one-of-a-kind specialty products. Our coating capabilities are ideal for projects that call for custom constructions, formulations or processes that are not available in more traditional coating scenarios.

Capabilities

- Width Capabilities up to 65”
- Gravure; Direct & Reverse
- Flexography
- Slot Die Coatings
- Meyer Rod
- Laminating
- UV Curing
- Air Flotation Drying
- Corona Treatment
- 40” Diameter Rolls, 3” and 6” Cores
- Slitting
- Toll Processing
- Extensive Lab; Testing & Prototyping

Materials

- Radiation Curable Coatings
- UV Hot Melt Adhesives
- Aqueous Coatings
- Adhesive Coatings: 18-250 gsm
- UV Coatings: 1-12 µ
- Substrates: PP, PET, PE, PVC, TPU, PS, Paper
- Substrate Thickness: 0.5-10 mil
Coated Product Applications

- Digital Print Receptive Coatings
- Hard Coatings
- Dry Erase Coatings
- Anti-Graffiti Coatings
- Security Coatings; Custom Void Patterns
- Block-out Coatings
- Barrier Coatings
- Direct Thermal Coatings
- Stain Resistant Coatings; Gloss & Matte
- Single Color Printing
- Permanent & Temporary Laminations
- Carrier Film/Paper
- Cast & Cure
- Cling Vinyl Alternatives
- Pigmented Adhesive
- Anti-Static Coatings
- Slip Coatings
- Cold Foil Transfer